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S l i ~ s  of the Ton~ue  and Pen in Chinese 

David Moser 
Department of Asian Languages and Cultures 

University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, MI 48 109 

1. Introduction 

In the West there is a rather extensive literature on the 
psycholinguistic implications of errors in speech and writing. Psychologists 
and linguists such as Victoria Fromkin, Charles Hockett, Gary Dell, David 
Fay, Anne Cutler, Donald MacKay, and others have for many years been 
classifying and analyzing various linguistic errors in English and other 
Western languages, and the study of errors now constitutes a rather lively 
domain which is shedding new light on the various cognitive processes 
involved in speech and writing. 

Psychologists and linguists have known for some time that slips of the 
tongue can provide enlightening glimpses into the mechanisms of language. 
By studying such errors, much can be learned about the mind without 
undertaking any formal experiments. And one advantage of using mistakes 
as one's window onto the mechanisms of language and thought is that there 
is an inexhaustible supply of fresh new data being produced every day. 
Speech errors of all kinds swarm in our linguistic environment like hordes 
of variegated insects waiting to be caught, labeled, and categorized. 

It is a pity, then, that so far there have been so few dedicated Chinese 
"entomologists" who have undertaken to collect and analyze these linguistic 
"insects". The linguist Zhao Yuanren was someone who recognized the 
instructive value of linguistic errors, and his writings are filled with 
fascinating examples of grammatical anomalies and revelatory slips of the 
tongue. But to my knowledge, virtually no systematic psycholinguistic 
research on errors has been done in Chinese. 

Speech errors occur in all languages, of course, but until now by far 
the bulk of speech-error research has been done in English. To my 
knowledge, only two studies have been done on speech errors in 
non-Indo-european languages (namely, Arabic and Thai; see Abd-el-Jawad 
& Abu-Salim, 1987 and Gandour, 1977). I have made a very modest start 
at collecting and analyzing errors in Chinese that have fairly clear or even 
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exact counterpart categories in English, and the first part of this paper deals 
with these examples. It would be perhaps even more instructive to 
discover and classify errors that are specific to Chinese and that have no 
clear counterparts in English or other Western languages. What is needed 
is a large corpus of Chinese linguistic errors for more systematic study. 
Hopefully, careful analysis of such a corpus would raise some new issues as 
well as further validate some theories of error-making that have become 
mainstream over the past couple of decades. 

1.1. What the studv of errors can tell us 

A full discussion of the linguistic and cognitive-science implications of 
error-making is beyond the scope of this paper, but the following are just a 
few of the kinds of questions the study of errors can shed light on: 

Speech errors have been used to explore the nature of the mental 
lexicon. How are words and phrases stored and retrieved in the mind? To 
what extent are they linked by semantic associations and to what extent by 
phonetic or grammatical aspects? Error researchers routinely use evidence 
from linguistic phenomena such as malapropisms (e.g., Fay & Cutler, 1977) 
to deduce facts about the mental lexicon. One of the most important 
current models of lexical storage and retrieval involves the notion of 
"spreading activation", and several researchers studying speech errors have 
begun to develop theories based on this mechanism (e.g., Dell, 1986). (For a 
brief discussion of the notion of spreading activation and its implications 
for speech errors, see Hofstadter & Moser, 1989.) 

Speech errors have been useful in the construction of performance 
models. How do the various low-level and high-level language processes 
interact in the flow of speech? To what extent are the higher-level 
semantic and syntactic processes and the lower-level phonetic and 
articulatory processes independent? Fromkin (1973, 1980), Dell & Reich 
(1980, 1981), Garrett (1980) and others have used evidence from speech 
errors to construct models of speech production. Nooteboom (1 980), Motley 
& Baars (1975), and other error researchers have used phenomena 
observed in errors to argue for the existence of phonological, syntactic, and 
semantic editing mechanisms in the process of speech production. 

Written errors can provide windows onto the planning processes 
involved in writing and can also provide clues to the mechanisms involved 
in reading. How important a role does phonetic recoding play in the 
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process of reading and writing? To what degree is Chinese different from 
alphabetic languages such as English in this respect? What implications do 
the various differences between alphabetic writing systems and Chinese 
script have for written language acquisition, reading ability, and semantic 
processing of text? These issues have been dealt with at some length by 
DeFrancis (1984, 1989), Tzeng & Hung (1981) and Tzeng, Hung & Wang 
(1977). Chu-Chang & Loritz (1977) used errors on a short-term memory 
lexical-recall task to infer that native Chinese readers process characters 
phonetically. At least one study of experimentally induced slips of the pen 
in Japanese (involving Kanji characters) addresses some of these issues, as 
well (Nihei, 1986). 

* Cognitive scientists are also interested in error-making because 
errors can reveal much about how people form concepts and categories, 
how they make analogies and judgments, and how the mind interprets and 
makes sense of the world. Such error research is by no means limited to 
speech errors, of course. Psychologist Donald Norman (Norman, 1981, 
1988) has studied various kinds of high-level "action slips" and their 
implications for perception and cognition. Speech errors are interesting to 
researchers in language and cognition because in error-free speech and 
writing the various processes that go into language production are often 
hidden; it is only when a tell-tale error crops up that all the competing and 
interacting forces reveal themselves, just as when a magic trick goes wrong 
the techniques of the magician are revealed to the audience. 

2. S ~ e e c h  errors (a is) 
A basic distinction between types of errors in English is one that is 

made in Chinese, too: that is, the basic difference between a written error 

($$ iz) and a spoken error (a ) I will here deal with these two 
classifications separately, although, as will be shown, many of the same 
kinds of errors appear in both modalities. 

The following categories represent merely a sampling of some of the 
standard kinds of errors that linguists have noticed and studied for many 
decades, along with several equivalent or related examples from my small 
corpus of Chinese errors. The Chinese examples were collected by me over 
the course of a year or so, and I have had to rely on examples collected by 
Chinese friends as well as those I collected myself. My corpus is still far too 
small (around 150) to be used for any systematic analysis, and thus this 
paper is as much a call for additional examples as it is a presentation of my 
own examples. I have provided tentative Chinese translations for the 
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various error categories, as I am unaware of any already-existing 
standardized linguistic error terminology in Chinese. 

2.1. Anticipation errors (3 is) 
An anticipation error happens when a particularly salient segment 

about to be uttered masks  (interferes with or replaces) the segment in the 
process of being uttered. For example: 

EX. 1. "Tomorrow we can expect partly *skoudy skies ... that is, partly 
cloudy skies." 

Here the initial /sk/ consonant cluster at the beginning of "skies" masked 
the corresponding segment of "cloudy" to produce "skoudy". The masking 
usually involves initial consonant sounds, but can involve nuclear segments 
and final segments as well: 

Ex. 2. "The *concleesions... the conclusions reached by the committee ... 9 9 

Ex. 3. "We can make certain *assunctions... assumptions about this 
function." 

Ex. 4. "The two defendants were *indepentence... independently 
sentenced." 

Ex. 5. "...and for those who really believe we have become a *kindler, 
gentler nation ... 7 7  

Anticipation errors are, of course, very common in Chinese as well. 
The following three examples are rather straightforward ones in which the 
initial segment of a syllable is masked by the initial segment of a syllable 
about to be uttered. (The English translations I've provided usually do not 
attempt to translate the error.): 

EX. 6. "~h'ui  ... j7$, 3 7 fi." 
"*~h'ui ... dbi, zh'ei lisng ge  b'u xing." ("Right, these two are no  good.") 

The intitial segment /zh/ of "zh\eiN (2) masked the initial segment /dl of 
"d'uiY ($$). 
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" ~ g i g e  xi50 zh'angpeng li kgyi  *s'ui...sh'ui s3nge re'n." ("Each small tent can 
sleep three people.") 

Here it is likely that the initial /s/ of "sZin' (3) interfered with the initial 
/sh/ of "sh'ui' (@). 

EX. 8. uR a zh6ng ... 2 M + a $ m." 
" ~ 6  sh'i *zh6ng...wZ sh'i c6ng ~h5nggu6 l6i de.' ("I come from China.") 

The initial segment /zh/ of "zh6ngN (PI was anticipated in the uttering of 
"c6ngU (A). Dell (1984) has noted that repeated sounds in a speech plan 
are contributory causes of phoneme exchanges, anticipations, and 
perseverations. (For example, a pair of words with similar vowel sounds 
such as "mad" and "plan" are more likely to give rise to errors than a pair 
like "mode" and "plane".) Given that the final in both "zh5ngN and  "co'ng" is 
the same, this example may be an instance of the phenomenon Dell is 
talking about. (See also the English examples 3 and 4 above.) On the other 
hand, in Chinese, the suprasegmental aspect of the syllable (i.e., its tone) 
must be taken into account in the assessment of similarity - meaning, for 
example, that two syllables with homophonic finals but differing tones like 
" z  h6ng"  and "c6ng" may not be perceived by a native Chinese in the same 
way a native English speaker perceives two English words like "wrong" and 
"song". This would suggest a relatively higher frequency of errors such as 
the following, in which the masking syllable and the target syllable share 
the same tone as well as the same final: 

% H A  EX. 9. uR $11 7 Xing +... $ A I # 
"wZ dBole *~inghu6. . .  ~ inghuA ~'axu6 shlge xingqi si.- ("I amved at Qinghua 
University on a Thursday.") 

It seems possible that the initial of "xing' ( masked the intial of "qing" 
, though an alternate explanation would be that the entire syllable, 
final and all, was anticipated. (It is perhaps impossible in principle to tell 
the difference.) I have run across a number of such errors, but my 
collection is still too small to draw any conclusions about the relative 
frequency of such error types. 

In the following example it is not the initial consonant but the vowel 
that is masked by an anticipated phoneme: 
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fi B B B  $A T..." 
" ~ 6  j d d e  zhii  s3nge &nxi shi t6ngshi baohin z'ai Yingyc de yige *fi... xTini 
ycq i  ..." ("It seems to me that these three bits of information are contained 
in the English subjunctive...") 

It seems likely here that the vowel of "ni" ($"A) masked the vowel of "xD" 
(B), but note that the first tone of the target syllable XU is preserved. The 
vowel sound of "$" (7) may have contributed as well. 

In the preceding examples, phonemes are masked by anticipated 
phonemes. In the following example, an entire syllable is clearly replaced 
by an anticipated syllable: 

'A [g 7, Ex. 11. "A  3 2 2 /L 3 & . . . ~ ) ~ .  & @ 1 .  
" R Q ~  jih shi zh\eme qi4g:i ... qigu'ai. G% r? z'ai t6n ba." ("People are funny that 
way. Let's talk about it later.") 

The salient word "g'ii' (&) on the processing stack masked the syllable 
"gu'ai"(~F), no doubt helped by the fact that both syllables start with a /g/ 
sound. Note here that the masking syllable retains its proper tone rather 
than the tone of the target syllable (which would have resulted in "qigki"). 
If this were always the case, it would be evidence that the assignment of 
tone takes place during the same processing stage as organization of 
segmentals. But as will be seen in later examples, the tone of the 
anticipated syllable is not always preserved. 

Indeed, one of the first questions that one might ask about such 
examples is, are the tones of Chinese subject to the same kinds of 
processing errors as phonemes and segments? One might reasonably 
assume so, considering that tones play a distinctive phonological role in 
tonal languages just as do vowels and consonants in all languages. Fromkin 
(1980) notes that "One interesting aspect of speech error data is that no 
linguistic unit, structure, or grammatical component seems to be immune[.]" 
She goes on to cite Gandour (1977), who showed that tones in Thai are 
anticipated, perseverated, and reversed, just as segments are in English and 
other languages. The following anticipation errors provide some evidence 
that the same is true of Chinese: 

EX. 12. u~ 7 3 $$ $$yu'an ... fl a am..,, 
"TZ kgyi bGy'ao hi ti * y  u'an ... r'enhe y u b y i n  ...' ("He doesn't have to give any 
reason whatsoever.") 
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i 6  Here the segment yuan" is anticipated totally intact, but carrying the 
fourth tone of the target syllable "rkn" ( )  (Note that, as this example 
shows, anticipations do not always occur on contiguous syllables. This 
suggests, as most processing models hypothesize, that speech production is 
not based upon a simple left-to-right processing of successive elements, but 
rather involves the processing of syntactic and phonological organizational 
units in several stages prior to the issuing of low-level motor commands.) 

The following is another example of tonal anticipation: 

P+ / Ex. 13. "M 3 ~ f i  Chang ... # #? ..." 
~ 6 n g  zh'e ge &fang *ChSng... chgng'Finji5 ...' ("From here, the Avenue of 
Heavenly Peace.. .") 

It seems probable here that the first tene of "Fin" (e) was anticipated in 
the uttering of "~hgng '  (#). 

In the following tonal error, the masking tone comes from a syllable in 
a word that was active during the lexical decision-making stage, but not 
present in the final sentence itself: 

Ex. 14. " fu % shgng ... a@." 
" ~ 8 m e n  xian *shgng... sh~ngli 'ang ba." ("Let's first discuss it.") 

According to the speaker's introspective account (to which one must attach 
the usual caveats), the word " t ~ o l ' u n "  (iTf ie) had been briefly considered 
in processing, along with the semantically related word "s h 3  n g l i l n  g " (E 
H 2 ), and it can be assumed that the third tone of the syllable "tgo" masked 
the syllable "s h2ngN. 

In what might be considered even more convincing proof of the 
independence of tone and segmentals in processing, the following utterance 
contains what seems to be a stray English syllable with a Mandarin tone 
affixed to it: 

Ex. 15. " ff, bye [clearly uttered with a fourth tone] ... [g, 8 !" 
\ ... \ 

" H ~ O ,  bye ... uh, zail Ian !' ("Okay, bye ... uh, goodbye!") 

The speaker, experiencing interference from English, uttered the first 
syllable of "bye-bye" (which would normally have an intonational contour 
something like: - './ 

b y e-b y e 
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or perhaps: - 
L 

b y e - b y e )  

using the fourth tone borrowed from the character $(z'ai) as in "z'aiji'anY 
("goodbye"). 

One might assume that errors in speech production involving tone 
would occasionally give rise to tonal hybrids or splices that differ from the 
usual suprasegmental characteristics of Chinese. However, there is a rather 
well-accepted principle in the field of errors known as Well's First Law 
(Wells, 1951) which says that phonemes appearing in speech errors are 
always consistent with the phonological rules of the language. One almost 
never finds a phoneme in a slip of the tongue that is not heard in regular 
utterances. For instance, a spoonerism of "spoon and fork" might result in 
"foon and spork" but never "fpoon and sork". Similarly, it seems likely that 
the four tones of Mandarin, having basically the same status as segmental 
phonemes, can be exchanged, perseverated, anticipated, etc., but would 
seldom appear in hybrid forms that are not part of the language. My 
modest corpus of errors contains no counter examples, but it is difficult for 
me as a non-native speaker to verify this conjecture personally. 

Sometimes the anticipation merely phonetically influences the word in 
question rather than masking it: 

Ex. 16. ''k $ E % 5 5 a & zhzng 3 z m m m  ,g, 3 3 
n-J ??' 

"~~GrbZiq i io fa  bfishi ~ ~ l i 6 n  de *zhzngshIiji... zGngshTIj1 ma?" ("Isn't 
Gorbachev the General Secretary of the Soviet Union?") 

The preparation for the initial retroflex consonant of "shU" (3 ) interfered 
with the pronunciation of the initial dental sibilant of "zzng' resulting 

- 

in the syllable ''zhzng". Such an error probably does not result from any 
kind of placement error in processing, but rather is a result of much 
lower-level error in the execution of a motor command after the sentence 
was already completely formulated. 

Garrett (1 975) identified four generalizations about speech errors, one 
of which was that interfering or masking elements tend to come from 
corresponding or isomorphic locations in the sentence; that is, beginning 
segments tend to mask other beginning segments, middle segments mask 
middle segments, etc. Furthermore, if two polysyllabic words are involved 
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in an anticipation, the interfering syllable(s) tends to mask the 
corresponding syllable(s) in the target word, as in the following example: 

Ex. 17. "His opening night *p erformous ... performance was an enormous 
success." 

"Performance" and "enormous" both have three syllables, and the 
interference involves last two syllables of each word. Since it is often 
unclear what constitutes a word in Chinese (indeed, the notion of what 
constitutes a word in English itself is somewhat murky), it is interesting to 
look at such generalizations in light of Chinese examples such as the 
following: 

"~'inzheng ~ h ~ n g g u 6  de  y'undbng ... xi'mg ~ B n h u ' a  Diy'ue ... ~ 6 n h u ' a  ~Bge'rn'ing, 
~ ' aybe j l n  ..." ("Anyway, the political movements of China, like the Cultural 
Revolution, the Great Leap Forward...") 

Does this example constitute evidence for or against Garrett 's 
generalization? It depends on how one chooses to break up the sentence 
into words. If, in the minds of Chinese speakers, " ~ Q n h u ' a  D\ag6mingN 
("Great Cultural Revolution") is composed of two words (as it is usually 
written), then the error seems isomorphic to the previous English error. If, 
however, the phrase is perceived as being composed of t h r e e  words - 
"w8nhu'aN ("cultural") + "dB" ("big") + "g6mingN ("revolution") - or if it is it 
simply one long polysyllabic chunk l ike "interdisciplinary" or 
"right-to-lifer", then the implications for Garrett's generalization are 
somewhat different. The psychological reality of word boundaries is one 
kind of issue that can perhaps be fruitfully explored through a comparison 
of the kinds of speech errors Chinese speakers and English speakers make. 

2.2. Perseveration errors (g $ tz) 
A perseveration error is simply the opposite of an anticipation error: 

some salient segment or syllable just uttered influences or replaces a sound 
in the process of being uttered. As is the case with anticipation errors, 
there are many possible masking patterns: 

Ex. 19. "That was our English *leshon... lesson for today." 

Ex. 20. "I had to leave my car at the Detroit Metro *airpoit." 
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Ex. 21. "If you think that while you're pregnant you can stay in tip-top 
*tape... tip-top shape, forget it." 

There seems to be general agreement that perseveration errors are 
less common than anticipations. Researchers such as Nooteboom (1973) 
and van den. Broecke & Goldstein (1980), looking at English, German, and 
Dutch, have noted this difference in frequency. The latter maintain that 
anticipations are the more common because the part of the utterance still in 
the programming stage is more salient than what has already been uttered. 
Abd-El & Abu-Salim (1987), in contrast, found the frequency of 
anticipations and perseverations to be almost equal in their corpus of 
errors in Arabic. Interestingly, Gandour (1977) found that tonal 
perseveration errors outnumbered tonal anticipation errors by a ratio of 
about two to one in his collection of speech errors in Thai, and it is not clear 
whether this represents some idiosyncracy of his corpus or perhaps some 
aspect of tone itself. Gandour notes that in the tone languages of West 
Africa, perseverative tone rules (rules that spread tones from left to right) 
are more common than anticipatory tone rules (rules that spread tones 
from right to left), and he speculates that this asymmetry might suggest 
some built-in constraint in the speech mechanism which would also explain 
the preponderance of tonal perseveration errors. I have been able to 
collect very few perseveration errors, tonal or otherwise, in Chinese, but 
this may merely reflect the modest size of my collection, or perhaps some 
intrinsic difficulty in collecting such errors. 

At any rate, the following examples culled from my small collection of 
perseverations highlight many of the same issues raised by anticipation 
errors: 

EX. 22. "$& - + jhc gan ... 7 ~ . . . 9 9  

"T3 shi yige cTIn*gZn ... g'anb 'u..." ("She's a cadre from the countryside...") 

Presumably the first tone of "tun" (H )  was persevered in the syllable "gin '  
( Note, however, that the character also has a first-tone reading as 
well (g3n).  Though the error was uttered in spontaneous conversation, not 
while reading a text, it is hard to say what kind of a contributing influence 
such factors may have. 

Ex. 23. "2 # f R  @ fl # dl"aomV 
"~h\ei jtan shi hgn n6n yblho *di\ao." ("This was very hard to predict.") 
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The target was "y'uli'ao d'ao" (a # $11 ). The final of the syllable "liBoN 
interfered with the pronouncing of the syllable "d'ao'. 

Ex. 24. "G rn I%, & y c h 6 n g . . . M  lE rn % 5..." 
"ChTintiSn de shihou, ch6ngzi *ch6ng... c6ng d6ngmi6n de  zhu'mg hi...' ("In 
the springtime, the insects, from their hibernative state...") 

This is another rather straightforward example of one initial consonant 
masking another, the interference no doubt helped by phonetic (including 
tonal) similarity. 

Sometimes the influence of the persevered segment merely alters the 
target segment in some way (as in example15 above) rather than masking 
it completely: 

Ex. 25. "... 2 & - 6 sh& ( @ ) r n m 8 "  

" . . . l~ob~ix ing  yi h6ng zhb*sh'u (s'u) ..." ("...the common people were in a 
section of dwelling places...") 

The initial retroflex stop of " Z  hb " ( was perseverated in the 
pronunciation of the initial dental sibilant of "s'u' (B), resulting in the 
syllable "s h'u' . 

In some examples, it is difficult to say whether the interfering 
segment is anticipated or perseverated: 

Ex. 26. " r n 8 r n #  $ kk. .  fi $z, % 7 $ Smy9 
"... d5u yZoqic k5o ~ u ~ i * k c  ... ~ u ~ i f l i ,  kso w6nle c6i qb.' ("...they all require 
that you first take the TOEFL test, then you can go.") 

("~uafii- $g is the Chinese transliteration of "TOEFL", the Test of English 
as a Foreign Language.) Most likely the initial /k/ of the syllable "kgo' (g ) 
masked the initial of "fc" ($@, but since that syllable occurs both before 
and after the target, it is hard to say which one is responsible for the error. 
It is in fact very likely that both were contributors, since a word that 
appears several times in the processing stack is obviously highly active. 

Nooteboom (1969) notes that unstressed syllables are not usually 
involved in anticipation or perseveration errors. This seems to be the case 
in almost all the Chinese errors I have collected, though perhaps these 
suprasegmental considerations are somewhat more complicated in Chinese 
than in English, since in Chinese (where much of the intonational resources 
of the language is taken up in communicating semantics) stress usually 
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must be accomplished partly by an intensification of whichever tone the 
syllable carries. 

2.2. Blends (2 @- <%) 
Charles Hockett was one of the first linguists to use evidence from the 

inadvertent blending of two words or phrases in speech as the basis for 
theories about the phonetic and syntactic processes of speech production 
(Hockett, 1967). Many linguists and writers have since taken an interest in 
the phenomenon, and have collected and catalogued many thousands of 
examples. The phenomenon is known by many names, including 
"anacoluthon", "contamination", "malaphors" (Harrison, 1976), "syntactic 
blends" (Cohen, 1987), etc. 

The speakers of any language have at their disposal an enormous 
repertoire of stock phrases, linguistic chunks, metaphors, idioms, cliches, 
proverbs, and colorful images from which to draw. Some share similar 
syntactic structure, others exploit a common pool of cultural myths and 
archetypes. Some have as key components words that, via homonymy, 
synonymy, antonymy, or any number of other types of associations, can 
link them to a host of other such phrases. Given the complexity of human 
experience and the time pressures of everyday speech, it is not surprising 
that often two or more of these phrases can bubble up in the mind and 
interact with each other in unexpected ways, as in the following example: 

Ex. 27. "That was a breath of relief." 

This sentence is a cross between two stock English phrases - "a breath of 
fresh air" and "a sigh of relief". Note that the semantic proximity of 
"breath" and "sigh" no doubt had a contributory effect to the blend, 
resulting in a smooth splice that is both syntactically and semantically 
plausible. Indeed, it is a great testimony to the power and suppleness of 
the mental mechanisms involved in the stages of lexical retrieval and 
syntactic structuring that most blends of this kind go completely unnoticed 
by both the hearer and the speaker. In addition, there is general 
agreement among those who have studied blends that two (or more) words 
that combine to form the error are very often synonyms and are usually 
equally appropriate in the context of the utterance (Fromkin, 1973, and 
Garrett, 1975). All of the examples in this section seem to support this 
principle. 

Some other examples: 

Ex. 28. "Sagan just scratched the tip of the iceberg in that interview." 
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a. scratched the surface 
b. the tip of the iceberg 

Ex. 29. "She really stuck her neck out on a limb." 
a. went out on a limb 
b. stuck her neck out 

Ex. 30. "He's an *easy-go-lucky fellow." 
a. happy-go-lucky 
b. easy-going 

Blends can also occur at the word level. For example: 

Ex. 31. "This computer is completely *kapunct." 
a. kaput 
b. defunct 

Ex. 32. "Smoking isn't some kind of character *default." 
a. character fault 
b. character defect 

Ex. 33. "That was pretty *upsettling." 
a. upsetting 
b. unsettling 

One of Wells' laws of speech errors states: "If the two original words 
contain the same sound in the same position, a blend of them will contain 
that sound in that position" (Wells, 1951). The previous example is just 
such a case, as is the "easy-go-lucky" example above. 

Various other examples of blends can be found in Hofstadter & Moser 
(1989) and in the work of Gerald Cohen (e.g. Cohen, 1987)' whose collection 
contains thousands of subtle and interesting examples. 

One finds such blends in Chinese, too, of course. I have found it useful 
to divide my examples into two categories: word blends and phrase blends. 
The following are just a few examples: 

2.3. Word blends (u & 2 #$ ig) 
Ex. 34. "~ @ #." 
"TZi jingfi *wBngp\ei.' ("She's full of vitality.") a 

A blend of: 
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a. a a w'angsh'eng ("vigorous, exuberant") 
b. 3 ch~ngp'ei ("full, abundant") 

Ex4 35. "@ i k  I%! z? 3P + $55 hR $. #! % I3 EI?J .IE % 1I-J & 
$J & gJm'9 
# ~ g i  &g t3 q\U j?ao n'eige gnniang l6i. TZi l&i de  shihou z6nmen *s'ingd\ong 
szngd'ong .' ("We should get that girl to show up. When she gets here we 
can get something going." Said by someone trying to encourage a romance 
between one of his male friends and a woman he knew.) 

a. & ,g, sEngy6ng ("instigate, incite, abet") 
b. 8 $J gGd'0ng ("agitate, arouse, instigate") 

The fact that the word "dkng" ($J ), meaning "to move", is used in  many 
other semantically-related combinations (such as "jid'ong ' (B 3 ), "excite 
or agitate", "h5ngd\ongM (@ Z3f 1, "to cause a sensation", and "c\ed'on g"(g a), "to stir up") helps give the utterance greater plausibility. 

Ex. 36. ''S g!" 
" Z ~ U  d'an.' ("Get out!") 

a. A z'iuren ("Get out, leave.") 

b. 7% gcnd'an ("Beat it! Scram!") 

In the previous three examples, the two competing compounds are 
spliced rather neatly together, with both the segments and tones of the two 
uttered syllables left intact. The following example is somewhat different: 

Ex. 37. "3 - hu'a ." 
" ~ g n g  yi*hu'a." ("Wait a moment.") 

a. $$ - dgng yixih ("wait") 
b. - 2 )I dgng yihcir ("wait a moment") 

Note that, logically, a blend of the segments of the syllables "xi'a' and "huir'' 
could have produced combinations such as " GUad " or " X i A ", but since 
these sounds violate the phonological constraints of the language, they 
would never be generated. (Or seldom so. Hockett in his 1967 paper 
provides some counterexamples to Wells' First Law, and argues for the 
blurriness of phonological constraints.) The previous example is one of the 
few Chinese blends I've been able to collect in which a syllable actually 
undergoes some sort of morphological transformation as a result of the 
blend. This state of affairs is very common in English: 
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Ex. 38. "That didn't bother me in the *sleast. 
a. in the least 
b. in the slightest 

Theoretically possible but highly unlikely splices that would have left the 
syllable boundaries intact would be "slightleast" and "leastest", in which 
meaningful syllables or bound morphemes ("-est") are patched together (a 
state of affairs that is similar to all the Chinese blends above). But here the 
result of the blend is a meaningless syllable with phonetic features of both 
competing words. (The "kapunct" example above is another instance of 
this.) My guess is that this latter phenomenon is more common in Chinese 
than my collection would suggest. And note that there are many examples 
of morphological change in the anticipation and perseveration errors above, 
though those errors involve the interference of a word already retrieved 
and waiting in the processing stack, whereas blends involve simultaneously 
retrieved words and thus perhaps a different processing stage. 

On the other hand, there may be facts of Chinese phonology itself that 
would affect the characteristics and relative frequency of such blends. For 
example, Mandarin Chinese has only two final consonant sounds, /n/ and 
/ng/ (and perhaps the retroflex /r/ of Beijing dialect), whereas English has 
a large number of final consonants and consonant clusters. We know also 
that Chinese is morphologically less complex than English; that is, there are 
fewer morphemes and the morphology of each syllable is more constrained. 
A Chinese syllable can have a maximum of only four segmental phonemes 
(plus one of four tones), whereas English can have up to seven phonemes 
per syllable (DeFrancis, 1984), in combinations sometimes devilishly hard 
to pronounce for non-native speakers (e.g. the word "sixths"). Does this 
difference between Chinese and English have any implications for the 
production of blends and other errors, or for the relative importance of the 
different stages of speech production in Chinese? Though it is probably 
reasonable to assume that the overall processing load for speech production 
in all languages is very nearly the same, that doesn't necessarily imply that 
the load involved at each individual processing stage (lexical retrieval, 
syntactic structuring, intonational contour, etc.) is equivalent across 
languages. A close look at the phonological regularities involved in  blends 
and their relative frequency in the language could provide clues to such 
questions. 

2.4. Phrase blends 
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Ex. 39. " {$ iSt, @ f E  - 8 8 ." 
"NY sh7iode gen *tianhua yiy'ang hgo.' ("What you said was beautifully 
eloquent .") 

a. @ * & 8 - @ g5n t i ~ n n c  sznhua yifang ("like heavenly 
maidens scattering flowers") 

b. fE - # ff gen hua yiying h5o ("as good as a flower") 

The fact that this blend of two stock phrases happened to produce a 
genuine (but here ludicrously inappropriate) word " t i  n h u a" (z x, 
"smallpox"), is no doubt partly what enabled the mistake to slip past the 
syntactic and semantic editing mechanisms in speech. Note also the 
complex way in which elements from the two phrases were combined to 
result in the hybrid utterance. The following example is a more 
straightforward splice: 

Ex. 40. u~ x 2 a g fi fin a 5 g ~ . . . ~ ~  
a ~ 6  dgi xiZn h g  Sjr z'ai ~ Z i g u o '  *yo'ur'enzirG de b'm xiG shi ..." ("I first have 
to skilfully manage some affairs in America...") 

a. @ 8 y6ur'bnyiiuyG ("handle a butcher's cleaver with ease - 
do a job with skill and ease") 

b. $ fin zirc ("smoothly and easily") 

Though the second competing element here, "z>rc' ($  fin), could not have 
grammatically functioned by itself in the utterance, it nevertheless was 
active in the process of lexical retrieval as a compositional element in a 
class of phrases such as "b % w'ozir 6' ( $ $a, "easily master"), 
Ny\uny'ongzh? (5 )# $ $a, "use skillfully"), etc., so that the resulting 
blend is a very plausible utterance. Also, in keeping with Wells' Third Law, 
which states that if the two original words contain the same sound in the 
same position, a blend of them will contain that sound in that position, note 
that the competing phrases end with phonetically similar morphemes, both 
carrying a second tone. Presumably, s imi lar  sounds can have the same 
kind of contributory effect to a speech error that identical sounds can, and 
obviously tone must be considered here as part of any metric of similarity. 

Ex. 41. " E  g..." 
n~Bi wYo liii k'an..: ("AS 1 see it...") 

a. z'ki w6 k'm 16i ("As I see it...") 

b. j(;f i$& D U ~ W ~  1% shu5 ("For me ...) 
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This is a good example of the kind of blend that is so smooth and subtle 
that it is immediately mentally corrected by both speaker and hearer, and 
thus goes completely unnoticed. 

One often encounters blends involving idioms, as well. For example: 

EX. 42. "3 3 8 $l= gmY9 
"~h\e jib sh) zh3o san m'u chc." ("That's being fickle.") 

a. $fl 3 Zh3o s3n rnb sh ( 'TO receive three portions in the 
morning and four in the afternoon - play fast and loose, blow hot and 
cold.") 

b. $fl @ Zh3o  in m'u chc  ("To serve the state of Qin in the 
morning and the state of Chu in the afternoon - to be fickle.") 

Gibbs and Nayak (1989) have done experiments that suggest that the 
idioms in a language d o  not form a unique class of linguistic items, but 
rather that some idioms are more "transparent" (that is, their semantic 
content is  more obvious) and thus more syntactically flexible and 
productive, while other idioms are more "opaque" ( i . . ,  more like dead 
metaphors) and cannot  be syntactically altered without losing their 
meaning. For example, the sentence "Jane laid down the law" can be 
passivized to read "The law was laid down by Jane" and still retain its 
original meaning, whereas the sentence "Jane kicked the bucket" loses its 
figurative meaning when passivized to "The bucket was kicked by Jane". 

Such a fact might have implications for errors in Chinese, a language 
with thousands of four-character idioms (& g), many of which draw 
upon classical Chinese for their vocabulary and syntax, and which might 
thus be expected to be relatively opaque to many native speakers of the 
language. Idioms that have semantically "fossilized" are probably less 
likely to mix and combine with other idioms in speech errors, whereas 
idioms that are semantically transparent or merely somewhat "moribund" 
(that is, their literal meaning is theoretically available but not necessarily 
highly active) are more likely to be involved in blends. 

Looking at blends, one can see a glimpse of the competing concepts 
and words involved in the production of a particular sentence. But of 
course, sometimes one can see this process at work not because a blend is 
produced, but simply because the speaker tries several competing words 
before deciding on one, as in the following: 
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+$ g q.,, 
" ~ i n w d i  shu6 shi BGi DB de d6u shi xi5 shi  de pdngyoumen, me'iyzu ... b'u 
yidlng y'ao shhrne ,  w'ei le sh6nme ... y8u sh6nme h~ngd'ongsng ... shand'ong ... 
shand'ongxing de  zh'e zh8ng ycci." ("Because saying all our friends at Peking 
University are poets doesn't mean... I don't necessarily want to ... I don't 
mean it to have some kind of sensational ... inflam ... inflammatory tone.") 

"~5ngd'ong' (z 3, "cause a sensation") and "sh3nd'ong" (G 3, "instigate, 
stir up") are words with similar meanings, of course, and one can hear the 
speaker floundering around trying to decide on the most appropriate word 
choice. No doubt other competing words were active, but did not appear in 
the utterance itself. In a slightly more hurried or flustered context, this 
indecision might have resulted in the same kind of blend seen in some of 
the examples above. 

2.5. Exchanges (a iz) 
Exchanges involve the swapping of two phonemes or words, usually 

but not always within the same phonemic clause. For example: 

Ex. 44. "Imagine owning a *bet pat." (pet bat) 

Ex. 45. "He's crying because he just slammed his door in the finger." (his 
finger in the door) 

Ex. 46. "Did you remember to bike your lock?" (lock your bike) 

In errors involving the exchange of two whole words, the two words are 
almost always of the same word-class, i.e., nouns swap with nouns, verbs 
with verbs, etc. (Hotopf, 1980, Nooteboom, 1973). The last example seems 
to be an exception to this, but note that both "bike" and "lock" can be either 
a noun or a verb, and this is what enables the utterance to slip past the 
syntactic editors involved in speech production. 

My examples in Chinese seem to adhere to this principle of invariant 
word-class as well: 

EX. 470 ''3 % 1 Em" 
"Shii z\ai by shang ne." ("The book is on the pen.") 

Where what was meant was "BY 2ai shnshang" (% 3 1, "The pen is on 
the book"). and 3 are both nouns, of course. Exchanges involving 
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different word classes - for example, noun-verb exchanges such as "BY ~6 
ggi' (3 e, "Pen me the give") for " ~ g i  ~8 br' (g z, "Give me the 
pen") - are theoretically possible but virtually nonexistent in everyday 
speech. 

In the following example, the symmetrical prosody of the phrase 
contributes to the error: 

Ex. 48. "5 3, fl a," 
"M\ bb huan shzu ,  da b\u h u h  k6u.' ("If someone curses you, don't strike 
back; if they strike you, don't curse them back.") 

The target was ''M\ bb hu6n k h ,  d'i b'u hu6n shzu" (s a, 
T, literally, "If someone curses you, don't curse back; if they strike 

you, don't strike back"), meaning "not to return an insult, to turn the other 
cheek". The fact that "s h i ju" (q) and "k z u "  (a) share the same final 
makes the swap more plausible. 

Interestingly, there can sometimes be other factors in the sentence 
that give rise to an exchange, as in this example, where the exchange seems 
to be the result of an anticipation: 

EX. 49. ''8 am.. @?" 
" Y ~ U  m'ai *sh'andi'an... di\ansh\n de  shangdtan ma?' ("Are there stores that 
sell electric fans?") 

Here the fact that the word "sh2ngdi 'anN (E , "store") was on the 
processing stack of words about to be uttered seems to have caused a 
syllable exchange in the word "di\ansh\anM (e g, "electric fan") due to 
phonetic similarity. 

2.6. Substitutions (R Ts) 
Substitutions occur when the intruding segment or word does not 

come from the sentence itself: 

Ex. 50. "Cutting beards requires special pliers." (meaning "special scissors") 

Ex. 51. "You'll have to talk to the guy who waters the gardener." 

Here the intended meaning was " You'll have to talk to the guy who waters 
the flowers." The word "gardener", being also highly active, seems to have 
been substituted for the word "flowers", but the phrase could also be 
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analyzed as a blend of "You'll have to talk to the guy who waters the 
garden" and "You'll have to talk to the gardener". The following is a 
somewhat isomorphic example in Chinese: 

EX. 52. L 6  ap + 5 3 ...?, 

"~ 'e ige k3i siji de .. .' ("That driver..."; literally, "driver of the driver") 

The word "siji" (3 fi, "driver"), seems to have substituted for the word 
"ch8" (q, "car"), but it is also possible that the phrase is merely a blend of 
the words "k3ich8deN (R mjtJ, "the one who drives the car"), and "siji" 

(3 
Substitution errors are often interesting examples of the phenomenon 

of spreading activation, and often reveal aspects of the "semantic halo" of 
associated concepts that surround each word. For example, the substitution 
of "pliers" for "scissors" above is hardly a random intrusion; the concept of 
"pliers" is clearly a close neighboring concept to that of "scissors". (This 
issue is dealt with further below. See Aitchison, 1987, Dell & Reich, 1980, 
and Hofstadter, 1985 for more on these ideas.) 

2.7. Errors involving haplology (z i.) 
The phenomenon of haplology involves the collapsing of two 

successive words or phrases into one, invariably with some truncation or 
loss of information at the point of union of the two elements: 

Ex. 53. "Here's Mozart symphony number *twine... twen ty -nine." 

Ex. 54. "If you're willing to go through some *momenterror... momentary 
terror, you'll be okay." 

This sort of process of "fusion" often occurs at a point where the two words 
share a common phoneme, as in the last example, but this is by no means 
always the case. 

The following is a similar error in Chinese: 

*kgng... hgn kgngng ch3ogub y> bzi y> ~giyu6n . '  ("There's nothing to worry 
about with the economy; if imports don't increase, the trade balance will 
very likely be more than ten billion American dollars.") 
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In this example the syllable "kg' and "n8ngm were simply melded into one 
morpheme, "kgng ' ,  with the tone of the first element and the final of the 
second left intact. 

A special case of haplology is the phenomenon of "cannibalism" 
(Hofstadter & Moser, 1989), in which two successive instances of a word or 
syllable appear, and one of them is "eaten" by the other: 

Ex. 56. "Look! An MIT-shirt!" (MIT T-shirt) 

Ex. 57. "You either have to either (a) have a good job or (b) independently 
wealthy." (Meaning "...or (b) be independently wealthy.") 

The following is an example of cannibalism (g fl iz) in Chinese: 

("This kind of car is very, very common.") 

Certain kinds of haplology are so common in Chinese that it is difficult 
to say whether or not such cases constitute an error. For example, Zhao 
Yuanren (1968) notes that two successive instances of the particle "de" (m) 
are often reduced to one, as in the case where someone asks " ~ h ' e  shi shei  
de kugngzi?" ("3 8 if$ & y?', "Whose basket is this?"), and the 

A *  reply is  hi n\eige mki cbide" ("a ap 1 , &", "It's the vegetable 
seller's"). Logically, the response should be  hi n'eige m'ai c'ai d e  de' ("3 

A *  $p I & my'), but no native speaker ever says such a thing. 
In the following example, a woman was expressing concern over the 

possibility that her husband might have been on board a hijacked airplane: 

EX. 59. u~ 9 a  st^ 3 a,% 5 j ~ l  7-,, 
"~h:  y%o b h h \  WE q~n'Bi de fGiji, wz jib fbngriin le.' ("As long as it wasn't my 
darling['s] plane, I have nothing to worry about.") 

Logically, she should have said "...w6 qinJ8i de de fGijT ...' 8 2 @J 
) (The particle 7 (le) is also subject to similar kinds of 

deletion due to haplology.) It might be hypothesized that this phenemenon 
is partly the result of a monitoring mechanism in speech production that 
balks at exact repetition; that is, a kind of editing gremlin that, when it 
encounters duplicated morphemes, says "This has already been said. No 
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need to say it again." 
These examples are perhaps instances of a broader phenomenon in 

Chinese, namely a general avoidance of repetition of elements in compound 
nouns. Zhao Yuanren has noted this phenomenon in certain noun phrases 
he calls "telescoped compounds". For example, the word "1 ic xu 8s  h8  n g ' (g 

&, "a student studying abroad") is properly analyzed as a shortened 
G *a form of " l i ~ x u 6 x u ~ s h ~ n g '  ( a  &). Other examples from Zhao are: 

human + study + study + society 
i.e. "Anthropological Institute" 

becomes % A  

~dnl\eixue'hu> 
human + study + society 

WF$+$% becomes 
~'ujiinb'u + b'uzhgng 

l%F$+? 
~ ' u j ~ n b b z h z n g  

army + ministry + ministry + head army + ministry + head 
i.e. "army minister" 

Other examples that are perhaps questionable are: 

EX. 60. "F $ 2 # 'k @ Em" ('k @ @ g )  
" ~ ' u  s h u 2 n  zh'e zhzng ku 'a ic~ngukf '  (ku\aicgn csngugn?) 
("I don't like this kind of fast food restaurant.") 

Ex* 61* 6?!t in 1-7- EiZ M 2 z 3% + ?? z 3% 2z"(* z 3% 
% Z?) 
" ~ z m e n  sh'angge xingqiti3n z'ai n'eige ~ianzhcji'aot6ng." (Ti~nzh6ji'ao 
ji'aodng?) ("We were at that Catholic church last Sunday.") 

Haplology is also a very common phenomenon in written errors, as 
will be seen later in the following section. 

3. Written errors (3 $$) 

Many error researchers (e.g., Ellis, 1979 and Hotopf, 1983) have noted 
that written errors often involve the same kinds of phenomena 
(anticipations, perseverations, etc.) as are observed in spoken errors. This 
is not surprising, given that speaking and writing involve many of the same 
underlying cognitive mechanisms. However, it is obvious that the  timing 
conditions under which we speak are very different from those of writing. 
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Given this, we would expect fewer lexical errors such as blends and 
substitutions in writing than in speaking, since there is simply more time to 
retrieve the proper word and to edit errors. But this longer time span 
between a word's retrieval and its writing gives rise to other kinds of 
errors that will be dealt with in the following sections. 

The hypothesis that, in the process of writing, words are first 
retrieved in phonological form has never been contested, and it  seems 
likely that this is true of Chinese as well, despite some controversy 
regarding such things as the relative extent of phonological recoding in 
reading Chinese characters vs. reading alphabetic scripts. (See Hung & 
Tzeng, 1981 for a good overview of this issue.) As will be seen below, 
many of the kinds of errors that occur in the writing of English (and 
presumably any alphabetic script) have analogous counterparts in Chinese, 
and this fact argues for the hypothesis that the writing of both Chinese 
script and alphabetic scripts involve many of the same mechanisms and 
strategies of retrieval and execution. 

3.1. Substitution errors (fi & i2) 
I will deal here with three kinds of substitution errors in writing: (a) 

high-level semantic substitutions; (b) the substitution of a homophone or 
quasi-homophone and (c) substitutions as a result of capture errors. 

3.1 .a. Semantic substitutions 
As was mentioned earlier in the section on substitutions in speech, the 

substitution of one word for another can often provide information about 
the semantic halo surrounding a particular word, as well as information 
about category boundaries and distances between concepts in  the mind. 
The fact that so many substitution errors involve opposite concepts (e.g., 
"In the case of a mother divorcing her wife ... er, husband...") or concepts 
from the same region of semantic space (e.g. "There's nothing like that 
moment a football player crosses the finish line ... I mean, goal line...") is 
evidence for a spreading-activation model of language processing, which 
features active concepts spreading their activation to other close 
neighboring concepts, one of those close neighbors being, of course, the 
opposite concept. 

This is an area of error-making in which one would expect to find 
exactly the same kinds of phenomena in both Chinese and English (or any 
language), in that this domain seems unlikely to have differing frequencies 
based on language-specific effects. I will not deal with examples such as 
the two given in the previous paragraph, except to say that I have, not too 
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surprisingly, observed many such examples in Chinese. I will, however, 
give a couple of examples where the general mechanism of spreading 
activation and specific facts of the language both play a role in the 
explanation of the error. Such an explanation is called for in the following 
written error: 

EX. 62. 4bR Z fth {IJ ZZ 8 Ej;;f 1% 71; E, a4: @ 7." 
"wG z\ai Eimen ji3 y6u shihou b\u x i k g  *chi kukzi.'' ("Sometimes, when I'm 
at their place, I don't feel like *eating chopsticks.") 

What was intended was "shy ku\aiziN (E @ 7, "use chopsticks"), not "chi 
ku\aiziN (@' @ 7, "eat chopsticks"). Obviously the concept of eating was 
highly active during the writing of the sentence, and the slight phonetic 
resemblance of "chi' (6) and "shi' (@) was enough to cause @' to be 
substituted. The phonetic similarity in the target and the substituted word 
is also evidence for the phenomenon of phonetic decay in short-term 
memory, which is dealt with more below. 

Often an error seems to have several different contributing pressures, 
any of which might explain it, as in the following: 

Ex. 63. ''I$ $I] & @ {$ j @ m 9 '  

"N? d'ao Zhiji3gB w6 ji'u ggi n? mzi er shuang.' ("When you get to Chicago I'll 
buy you two pairs.") 

d 

Here the person intended to write - jlx, "one pair", and instead wrote , 
XX, "two pair". One explanation is that there was a sort of low-level 
motor-command anticipation error involved; that is, the fact that the 
writing of xx involves a simple repetition of the component x, and this 
"doubling command" was anticipated when writing -. (This sort of error 
is extremely common in English, as when one writes or types "leeter" for 
"letter".) Another explanation is that the notion of "pair" spread activation 
to the concept "two", and this made it very easy for a slip of the pen to 

.-. 
occur, making , out of -. These two explanations are not necessarily 
competing, of course, and it is very likely that both contributed somewhat 
to the resulting error. 

3.1.b. Homophone (and quasi-homoohone) substitutions (n 8 78 3 ;z 1 
The substitution of a homophone in a written sentence is very 

common in English: 
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Ex. 64. "This goes against *won's principles ..." (one's principles) 

Ex. 65. "...if we can get the problem *sordid out ..." (sorted out) 

Ex. 66. "If I were you, I *wouldent want it ..." (wouldn't want it) 

Ex. 67. "...unless she's an exceptionally bright *puplev (pupil) 

These errors seem to indicate that in the process of writing, words and 
phrases are retrieved and stored in a kind of short-term memory buffer (in 
their phonological rather than in their graphological form). When the time 
comes to transfer these words to the page, the writer often uncritically 
transcribes the sound in memory, resulting in a homophonic but 
inappropriate word or words. It is important to note that this process does 
not merely involve the phonetic spelling out of phonemes, but rather 
involves the substitution of a pre-existing homophonic word or at least a 
plausible-looking non-word. In other words, one never sees such things as 
"surchiz" for "searches" or "digz" for "digs", but rather one sees either a 
straightforward homonym substitution (as in "sordid" for "sorted"), or a 
slightly modified version of the target word (such as "wouldent" for 
"wouldn ' t" or "nonsen ts" for "nonsense"). 

One also sees this phenomenon in Chinese: 

Ex. 68. ' 'g & $ $ 7 ' q  *GI He'' (q 
"~h'eli de z\llAi shuy kgyy yyny'ong.' 
"You can quote the tapwater here." (Should be "drink the tapwater".) 

Ex. 69. "8 2 flfl *g -& @ $ j@ 9..." z) 
"w; gu'o qb de pengyou yg yu'e 16i yu'e shgo ...' ("My former friends are also 
fewer and fewer...") 

The substitutions here are exact homophones, and involve no semantic 
similarity whatsoever, which indicates that the errors are truly the result 
of phonetic transcription of the stored word, and not attributable to 
semantic factors. Of course, other factors can very often contribute to 
homophone substitutions, as in the following example: 

"N? m6i yiju q i h ,  zhgod'ao g5ngzu'o zhi qi6n, yinggsi ..." ("You haven't got 
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any money. Before finding a job, you should...") 

Here the homophonic character (qiin,"money") was substituted for 
(qi6n. "before"), but the error was clearly facilitated by the fact that the 
concept of "money" was already highly active and the character for the 
concept had just been written. The slip could also be classified as a 
straightforward perseveration error, but it is likely that all three factors - 
perseveration, spreading activation, as well as simple homophonic 
substitution - contributed something to the result. 

There has been much debate about the extent to which speakers of 
Chinese utilize the phonetic information in Chinese characters in processing 
or producing written text. DeFrancis (1984, 1989), Hung & Tzeng (1981), 
and others have argued that, despite its reputation to the contrary, Chinese 
script is by any definition of the term a phonetic script, and native 
speakers can thus be expected to use the same kinds of mechanisms for 
retrieving, writing, or phonetically recoding Chinese characters as speakers 
of English use in processing English text. Much of the evidence from 
written errors in Chinese also seems to support this view, and the previous 
three examples indicate that the processing strategies used by writers of 
Chinese characters are similar to those employed by writers of English and 
other alphabetic scripts. 

If a target word, once retrieved, waits in short-term memory long 
enough, very often the result is partial forgetting or "phonetic decay" - a 
loss or degradation of the phonological information in the word 
(Hotopf,1983). The following are a few examples in English from written 
texts: 

Ex. 71. "...particularly with this letter ..." (with this weather) 

Ex. 72. "I might as well twin around and do it again." (turn around) 

Ex. 73. "Okay, so far, find." (so far, fine) 

Here as well, we find the same phenomenon in written Chinese: 

**  EX. 74. "I$ $$ UE,*q 2 8 A @ @I {$." (a E )  
"NY xian 16i ba, *kgding hbi y6u r6n b3ngzh'u n'i.' ("Just come, there will 
certainly be someone to help you.") 

It seems clear that what was lost here in the process of phonetic decay was 
the ending consonant /n/ of "kgn' (R) resulting in the substitution of the 
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character (kg). It is also possible that the writer was subconsciously 
considering another word such as kgneng ( @, "possibly"), and the 
phonetic similarity of kgn and kg contributed to one being substituted for 
the other. 

As with many other earlier examples, the mechanism of spreading 
activation can reinforce or be a contributing factor to a homophone 
substitution: 

EX. 75. "{$ T O E F L  3 $# **ff f i , m 9 '  (# 5 E) 
" ~ i  kzo win TOEFL y? h iu ,  h6i y'ao yzu s2n fGng *tu6jtan xln." ("After you've 
taken the TOEFL, you also have to get three letters of recommendation.") 

Even though here the word "TOEFL" was written in English, the Chinese 
word for the term, " T U S ~  fi' ( R  $$), was no doubt also highly active in the 
writer's mind (the writer may even have briefly considered writing the 
word in Chinese rather than English), and this resulted in a substitution of 

(tuG) for ( t u i ) ,  no doubt helped along by the phonetic similarity 
between "tuTi" and "tui". Note also that the two characters share the same 
left hand component, and this also could have helped to push the 
substituted character over a certain threshold of activation, causing it to be 
written in place of the target. (See the section on "capture errors" below for 
more on this phenomenon.) 

There are a surprising number of written substitution errors in which 
the substituted character is a homophone with respect to its segments, but 
the tone of the character differs from that of the target: 

Ex. 76. ''!$ n f i  a - 8 ;% ~ *a $ @ 
EIg a-mm" (& rx, 
"NT kgyi tingcha yige sh'enzhi bing m8iy6u chTI*xisn z'ai jhzi zh5ng de ci ...' 
("You can detect a word that didn't even appear in the sentence.") 

"ZhGn *xiZng, zhGn hao chi.' ("Really tasty, really delicious.") 

This phenomenon is to be expected given the fact that, as was mentioned 
earlier, the tones of Chinese play a role similar to that of vowels and 
consonants in other languages in distinguishing semantically distinct 
morphemes or words from one another. In other words, the tone of a 
syllable is just one more of its informational aspects that can be modified or 
degraded while in short-term memory. (This does not necessarily imply 
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that the suprasegmental aspect of the syllable and the segmental aspect are 
of equal importance - just they are is similar in kind.) And here again, it 
can be seen that, just as with corresponding errors in English, the error in 
Chinese is a result of the phonetic transcription of the phonological 
information in the memory buffer. 

While it is certainly the case that Chinese speakers, like English 
speakers, employ text-processing strategies that make use of the phonetic 
information in the script, it is by no means the case that both languages are 
phonetic to the same extent. As just one example, note that the phonetic 
information in an English word contains a great many clues as to the 
pronunciation of the various segments of that word, whereas the phonetic 
information in a Chinese character at best merely codes for an entire 
morpheme of the language. (The letters in the word "bell" can be 
analytically broken up to represent phonemes thus: b + e + 11. But in the 
corresponding Chinese character, #$, the phonetic half of the character (p) 
represents the entire syllable "Z  h 5 n g ' . 

One important consequence of this difference is that, as an English 
speaker writes a sentence on the page, there is a constant stream of visual 
phonetic feedback (albeit imperfect in nature) that is rather fine-grained 
and constant, whereas for a Chinese speaker the phonetic information is 
more sporadic (not all characters contain phonetic components) and 
coarse-grained ( i . . ,  at the morpheme level rather than at the phoneme 
level). It is possible that this difference is reflected in the relative 
incidence of certain kinds of written substitution errors in Chinese and 
English. For example: 

"First look at these portraits ..." ("Drawings" was intended) 

"As for what he said, I can easily separate the fact from the fiction." (The 
intended phrase was "find i t  hard to separate fact from fiction".) 

Both of these errors occurred during the transcription of a tape, and in the 
first example, the writer was actually saying the word ''tGxi\angM (E f$) 
out loud as he was w r i t i n g  @ f$ (hu'axi'ang). The equivalent error in 
English seems very unlikely; that is, someone saying out loud the word 
"drawing" while writing the word "portrait". The information given to the 
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writer of English in visual phonetic feedback would very quickly tell the 
writer that the letters in "portrait" could not possibly code for the sounds of 
"drawing". (That English speakers use knowledge of phonetic segmentation 
in reading and writing is generally accepted, though the extent to which 
this skill is present in all users of the language is somewhat controversial. 
See Liberman et al, 1977.) By contrast, once the writer of a Chinese 
sentence sends the motor commands to execute the character a (hu'a), 
there is no phonetic information in the components of the character to prod 
him or her into an awareness that the sound of this character is not the 
sound of the desired character a (tfi). (There is evidence that speakers of 
Japanese, whose written language uses a syllabic script along with Chinese 
characters, do not develop a linguistic awareness of individual phonemes as 
English speakers do, and this difference suggests that users of a script that 
represents phonemic information routinely- make use of this information in 
reading and writing. See Mann, 1986.) 

A further example: A rather common error in the writing of Chinese is 
the swapping of two characters of a two-character word, as in the following: 

Ex. 80. "...a a M $ ig $g 2 *$ $fl..." ($3 3) 
"...yinw8i w6 c6nglGi mdi d'aoguo *~u@niG...' ( ~ i G y u @ )  
"...because I've never been to York New ..." (New York) 

It has been my experience observing Chinese people writing that such 
errors are usually caught before the completion of the second character, but 
completed swaps such as the above are by no means uncommon. It is 
rather hard to imagine the corresponding error in English; that is, the 
writing of "York New" for "New York". Such intuitions argue for the view 
that the phonetic information in Chinese script is less available to Chinese 
speakers than the phonetic information in English is to speakers of that 
language. 

Tzeng & Wang (1983) also speculate that there may be some 
fundamental differences in the processing of Chinese and English print. 
They suggest that "a reader of English cannot keep from applying a system 
of abstract rules to tackle the correspondence between letters and spoken 
segments, whereas a reader of Chinese automatically scans the 
configuration of the logographs" (p. 239). This difference would no doubt 
apply to writing as well as reading. Note the kind of English homophone 
error mentioned earlier, where a writer, applying an English spelling 
heuristic, writes "shop tock" instead of "shop talk". This sort of error is 
impossible in Chinese (unless one counts the substitution of a reasonable 
but mistaken phonetic component, such as writing fl for (both 
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pronounced "ji'iox~ng') but this does not involve the same kind of analytic 
piecing-together of phonemes as the English example). These differences 
once again suggest that there are processing strategies open to users of an 
alphabetic script that are closed off, or are much less useful to, Chinese 
speakers. 

Various scholars through the years, utilizing various metrics, have 
tried to rate the phoneticity of Chinese in comparison with other languages. 
Zhao Yuanren once (rather impressionistically) estimated that Chinese was 
about 25% phonetic, whereas English was about 75% so (Zhao, 1976). 
DeFrancis (1989), taking into account all the characters that have at least 
some phonetic value (if only to experts in the language) concludes that it is 
reasonable to say that Chinese is actually about 90% phonetic. In another 
study, Zhou (1978) found that the success rate in guessing the 
pronunciation of a given character based upon its phonetic component was 
only 39%. There are various criteria used to assess phoneticity, and a full 
treatment of the subject is quite beyond the scope of this paper. I bring up 
the issue merely to suggest that perhaps a cross-linguistic statistical 
analysis of the frequency of various types of homophonic substitutions or 
errors involving the phonetic information in Chinese and alphabetic scripts 
could provide evidence for the relative phoneticity of Chinese and other 
languages such as English. 

But often such evidence, like some of what is presented in this section, 
can be contradictory. For example, contrast the $3 E[ -5 swap  
above with the following error in reading aloud a written text: 

Ex. 81. "F $ fl *ss'u..." (m g) 
a ~ G y ' i ~  j~*ss'u ..." ("Don't feel uncomfortable...") 

where the 
phonetic I 

(st). 

speaker reported that the error was due to the influence of the 
-ole the component (shb) plays in characters like 2 (sb) and 
So the question remains: do readers and writers of Chinese use the 

phonetic information of their script in written language processing or not? 
The answer may be that there are many possible strategies open to Chinese 
speakers for the processing of text, each of which is employed separately or 
in tandem with other strategies according to the particular linguistic 
situation. Careful collection and study of various types of written errors 
could perhaps be useful in clearing up some apparent contradictions in this 
area of research. 

3. I .c. Capture errors (fi & ig) 
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Donald Norman includes capture errors in his categorization of various 
action slips (Norman, 1981). A capture error occurs when one action 
sequence smoothly switches over into another (usually more habitual) 
action sequence. This phenomenon occurs frequently in writing: 

Ex, 82. "...and if you do this *enought, you will succeed." (enough) 

Here the familiar sequence of letters "ought" as in words like "thought" and 
"fought" took over as the writer began the word "enough". Other 
lower-level capture errors can occur in the writing of individual letters, as 
when the loop of an 'h' is inadvertently closed to become a 'b', or when one 
starts to write an 'n' and ends up writing an 'm'. 

Given the relative complexity and diversity of Chinese script, one 
would expect. similar errors to arise in the writing of characters. The 
following written error is a possible example: 

Ex. 83. "...gP $$ *% ~ . . . "  (P)S A) 
"...n'ei zhzng f&ng*guZing de zhi ..." 
"That kind of light-resistant paper ..." (should be "flame resistant ") 

The person committing the error reports that, once he had completed the 
first two strokes ( \ and ) of the target character ()A), a short vertical 
stroke ( 1 ) followed instead of the longer curved stroke ( )  ), resulting in the 
component ( \ I /  ), which is a much more common stroke configuration, * appearing in dozens of characters like , ;f; , E, and, of course, x, 
which might have then been selected over other candidates because of its 
slight semantic and visual similarity to the target. (Note here, however, 
that the stroke order for the first three strokes differs in and y< .) 

The following is a similar substitution resulting from a capture error: 

Ex. 84. "{$ 7 fi & *& a@?'' (& !&, & 5) 
"N? bchu; yin c? e'r shGng WE de *shSng ba?' (shGng WE de q;) ("You 
wouldn't get mad at me for this, would you?") 

The first three strokes of the character 9 (namely ) , - , and below that 
a n o t h e r  ) are basically the  same as t he  first three strokes of the 
character 7. This similarity, plus the probable perseverative effect of 
having just written the character , resulted in this capture error. 

3.2. Anticipations (E i.) 
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Written anticipation errors basically come in two types: those that are 
a result of a processing mistake in the ordering of the sentence, and those 
that are the result of errors in the motor commands involved in writing. 
The mechanisms involved in the first type are usually rather high-level 
ones that only incidentally involve writing, and the issues raised in such 
errors are not much different from those raised in the examination of 
spoken anticipations. The second type is more low-level and involves the 
character components themselves, or other aspects of the writing system. 
We will deal only with the second type here. 

One of the most common kinds of written anticipation errors is when a 
character component about to be written appears prematurely, usually in 
part due to some visual similarity to the target component: 

3 9 ,  

Ex* 85- ''g * ($2 g ,%) 
"Zhgn me'i [yisi I" ("Really un[interesting] .") 

The El component of g, and the component of ,g share the same 
rectangular outline (the first three strokes are exactly the same), and this 
caused the component a to be anticipated. Note that this state of affairs 
has something in common with a capture error, though a capture error does 
not typically involve interference from a word or shape already in the 

- processing stack waiting to be executed. 
If a character component has to be repeated two or three times in the 

writing of a character, this can contribute to the component being 
anticipated: 

Ex* 86. &&;ei ij IyJ 8 5 El ;fs .J\ 4% ,y (.J\ t: F )  
"Xifang de yinyu\e ne, y6u xigo [tiqin] ...' ("As for Western music, there's [the 
violin I...') 

The implicit knowledge that two instances of the component 5 were about 
to be written caused a premature motor command to execute the 
component during the writing of $g. 
Ex. 87. "f&F ag,f& 

" (B @ 3 
"Ta bfich'mg, t3 [sgngzi I..' ("He didn't sing, his [voice] ...") 

Similarly, the character component was anticipated as the writer began 
to write @. 
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Ex. 88. ' 6 .  $J % fig ($3 &) ' $ j H )  
"...dSnxin di'aodsn ...' (tixin di'aodgn) ("to be on pins and needles") 

Here the fact that the character $g was on the processing stack caused one 
of its components, a, to be anticipated, probably helped along by the facts 
that (1) the resulting character is an existing character and @ &) is a 
word, thus enabling the error to escape detection by the various visual 
feedback mechanisms; (2) the two characters (dan or d'm) and @ (dzn)  
are near homophones; and (3) the first five strokes of the substituted 
component a and the component a are exactly the same. 

According to Hotopf (1983), the programming of conversion of words 
in storage buffer to their graphological forms is usually done no more than 
one word ahead. It is interesting to consider whether errors such as the 
one above (in which the source of the interference and the target are four 
characters apart) constitute evidence for or against this claim, since first of 
all, it is often unclear what corresponds to a word in Chinese (does the 
above example contain four words, two words, or perhaps one?), and 
secondly, words in both Chinese and English can have several syllables, 
meaning that the word as a unit of time here is not particularly useful. 

3.3. Perseverations (j@ @ iz) 
Much of what has been said above about written anticipations also 

applies to perseveration errors. Perseverations can involve words, parts of 
words, and individual letters: 

Ex. 89. "After thirty years of using *bathing approaches ..." (both 
approaches) 

Ex. 90. "That's something we don't *wan't..." (don't want) 

Ex. 91. "I can really a PP " (The target was "appreciate".) 

In example 91, the curved final stroke of the 'r' continued downward to 
become a loop due to the perseverative influence of the execution of the 
previous two 'p"s. 

Some examples of this kind of phenomenon in Chinese: 

I 

E x . 9 2 . " z + G  " (E  fa )  
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"~h'ege pyn [ ~ h z n g ] ~  (pinzhzng ) ("This [type] ...) 

The box which is written first in the component (the right half of +$) 
was written as a square rather than a rectangle because of a perseverative 
interference from the character 8. 
Ex. 93. "# @ fi @ 77 

" (4s ta * H & $$) 
"TZi b\ei dg de bi ...' ("He got beaten [to a pulp]." lit., "nose black, face 
swollen") 

The bottom element of was perseverated in the execution of the 
beginning strokes of s. 
3.4. Haplology ( R  $$ i2) 

Because of the relatively greater length of time required to write out a 
word as opposed to pronouncing it, errors of inattention are common in 
writing, and this inattention most often results in the omission of letters, 
usually in the middle rather than at the beginning or end of a word (Hotopf, 
1983). This fact seems to suggest that errors involving haplology would be 
among the most frequent in  written errors. (An example is the writing of 
"instition" for "institution", or, across word boundaries, the writing of 
"latestyle" for "latest style".) 

This sort of error can take several forms in Chinese. One involves a 
simple omission of a character, which is certainly common enough. Another 
involves the omission of some character component, resulting in a hybrid 
nonsense character, as in the following example: 

Ex. 94. 6 6 m a a E  bh $& & + 2 m m m Y 9  (bk $2 g) 
"...& bi[ji\ao gaol de c6ng &..' ("...at a [relatively high] level...") 

As was the case in the section above on haplology in speech, 
cannibalisms (where one of two successive identical elements in the 
sentence seems to "eat" the other one) are very common in writing as well, 
as in the case where someone wanted to write the word "correct" in 
parentheses and ended u p  writing "(orrect)" instead of "(correct)". 
Apparently, the just-drawn parenthesis was perceived by the visual 
feedback mechanism as an abstract shape - a crescent - and this 
perception interfered with the arriving instructions to draw another 
crescent shape (the letter 'c'). Some other examples: 
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Ex. 95. "What is so English about *Englis humor?" (English humor) 

Ex. 96. "... 5 econds ..." (5 seconds) 

Another example in Chinese is the case where someone wanted to 
9 4 -  write the word ( ~ g n g y u h n ) ,  "Party member", and found themselves 

writing the character (sh'ing, "to grant or bestow"). Because both 2 
and 3 share the element a ,  the 5 character was able to "cannibalize" 
the 2 character, resulting in a smooth melding of the two. 

4. Possible areas for further research 

4.1. Errors involving the four tones of Chinese can shed light on 
various psycholinguistic and psychoacoustic aspects of tones. As I have 
said many times in this paper, the tones in Chinese play much the same 
role as do phonemes, but to what extent do these roles differ? And to what 
extent are the tones and segments processed separately during speech 
production? Li & Thompson (1977), in studying the acquisition of tone in 
children's speech, found that the tone system is mastered well in advance 
of the segmental system. Focusing on errors in which tones are swapped, 
anticipated, or otherwise behave independently of segments might provide 
clues to the interdependence of the segmentals and suprasegmentals in 
speech processing. 

In the same study by Li & Thompson, it was found that the high and 
falling tones (first and fourth, respectively) are mastered earlier and with 
less difficulty than the other two tones. Kiriloff (1969) also reported that 
adult native speakers were more likely to confuse tones two and three. 
What other inherent psychoacoustic processing difficulties are involved 
with the tonal system? A careful study of tone errors in both adults and 
children might provide anwers to such questions. 

Gandour (1977) studied tone errors committed by Thai bilinguals that 
were partly the result of interference from a second dialect. Such evidence 
from speech errors might be useful for the study of dialects and 
second-language acquisition, as well as for the study of the psycholinguistic 
implications of bilingualism in general. 

The study of tone errors migh t  provide new insights into t h e  
acquisition and application of tone sandhi rules in  Chinese and other tonal 
languages. Though I have not yet observed any errors involving tone 
sandhi, it is not unreasonable to suspect that such errors exist, and research 

b on such topics could be built on such speech-error phenomena as 
"accommodation". Accommodation can be illustrated by the following 
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example: 

Ex. 97. "Put the heaviers book on top." (Put the heavier books on top.) 

Here the grammatical morpheme /s/ was simply affixed to the wrong word. 
Had the /s/ come at the end of "books" as it was supposed to, it would have 
been unvoiced, but in the utterance it was voiced; the 1st "accomodated" to 
its linguistic environment. This of course suggests that the misplacement 
error occurred at an earlier stage in processing before the phonetic 
representation of the utterance took shape, and thus provides clues to the 
order in which various grammatical and phonetic aspects of speech are 
processed (Garrett, 1980). One might look for similar accommodation 
effects in errors where tone sandhi is involved. For example, take a 
hypothetical error in which the sentence 

Ex. 98. ''& 1: 8 #,." 
"Zhu5zi shang y6u zhi." ("There's paper on the table.") 

is transformed into the sentence 

Ex. 99. ''3 8 y." 
" ~ h ?  shang y6u zhu5.ziN ("There's table on the paper.") 

by the error of simple exchange. Note that, according to the tone sandhi 
rule that in two consecutive third tones the first one changes to a second 
tone, the tones of the error-free sentence should be "Zhu5zi shang y6u zhr"; 
that is, the third tone of the character 8 ( y h )  changes to second tone. But 
in the sentence where the exchange error takes place, the syllable " Y ~ u "  is 
no longer followed by another third tone, but rather by the first tone of the 
character ( z ~ u G ) ,  and thus is not subject to a tone sandhi change. If, in 
such an error, the sentence was uttered as  hi s h a n g  y'iu zhu5ziN, this 
would be an instance of accommodation similar to the English example 
above. If, on the other hand, such an error were ever to be uttered as  hi 
shang  y6u zhu5ziN, it would constitute evidence that the suprasegmental 
tones are processed prior to (or at least independently of) phonemes. 

Suprasegmental aspects of language such as intonation and stress are 
much-slighted and somewhat poorly understood areas of linguistic 
research, and it would be worthwhile to investigate evidence from tone 
errors in order to gain fresh insight into these topics. The fact that a 
greater percentage of the intonational resources of Chinese are utilized in 
making semantic distinctions might call for much rethinking of existing 
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theories about intonation, but no doubt a lot of new research could be built 
upon excellent work that has already been done in English by Cutler (1980) 
and Bolinger (1986). 

4.2. As has been mentioned above, the study of errors has been used 
to provide evidence for theories about the nature of the mental lexicon. For 
example, Fromkin (1973) and others have noted that in exchange errors, 
grammatical morphemes often get left behind and affixed to the 
substituted word: 

Ex. 100. "Take the freezes out of the steaker." (Take the steaks out of the 
freezer.) 

Ex. 101. "She's already trunked two packs." (packed two trunks) 

And often it is the grammatical morpheme itself that moves: 

Ex. 102. "Can you explain what first gave you this unfeeling of 
worthiness?" (feeling of unworthiness) 

Ex. 103. "Is this coke's Julie?" (Is this coke Julie's?) 

Fromkin, Garrett (1980), and others have used such evidence to suggest 
that entries in the mental lexicon contain only word stems, and, with a few 
exceptions, grammatical and derivational morphemes are affixed by rule 
procedures. In addition, errors in which non-words appear such as: 

Ex. 104. "You improve by observating the problem ... 7 9 

seem to suggest that at least some of the time morphological rules must 
apply to roots or stems, since such words obviously don't exist in the 
lexicon. 

It might be interesting to look for errors corresponding to the above 
examples in Chinese. Since Chinese verbs never undergo the sort of 
morphological change that many English verbs do ("go" --> "went", 
"think9'--> "thought") but rather are only subject to an additive process in 
which grammatical morphemes are affixed to the verb in order to express 
tense or aspect, Chinese perhaps constitutes a rather pure testing ground 
for theories in this area. One might expect, for example, to find errors in 

@ which an exchange leaves behind grammatical particles like 7 and g. 
One might also look for exchanges or substitutions involving the 
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complements in directional verbs such as & $, $, 3, etc., or 
resultative verbs such as j& (as in 6 @) and 7 (as in @ 5 T), etc. 

4.3. Chinese measure words, or classifiers, might be another place to 
look for instructive errors. One of the ongoing questions asked about 
classifiers is: To what extent are they applied mechanically (like gender in 
Romance languages) and to what extent do they reflect deep cognitive 
aspects of human category boundaries? There is general agreement among 
linguists that classifiers in most cases have some semantic function, and 
there are ongoing research projects in this area. For example, Tai & Wang 
(1990) have studied similarities and differences in the use of classifiers 
across various Chinese dialects. 

Children's errors in acquiring the classifier system of Chinese have 
already been used to support theories about the relevance of classifiers to 
human conceptual mechanisms. Loke & Harrison (1986) and Clark (1977) 
have studied overextensions and misapplications of shape classifiers in 
young children learning Cantonese or Mandarin, and they have found that 
the stages Chinese children go through in mastering classifiers corresponds 
to the acquisition stages of shape concepts. One of Clark's findings was that 
nearly all the criteria used by the young children in incorrect 
over-extensions of shape classifiers have corresponding classifiers in other 
languages with classifier systems. This would seem to imply that both 
classifier systems and the underlying semantic system of children seem to 
have been cognitively based on the same universal principles governing 
categorization. That is, children's overextensions provide information about 
the kinds of organizational principles humans use in trying to make sense 
of the world. Mistakes in  both children and adults involving classifiers 
could be used to extend existing work on categories by researchers such as 
Rosch (1 973) and Lakoff (1 987). 

Allen (1977) brings up three ways of deciding whether or not 
classifiers have a semantic function ( e .  denote certain perceived 
characteristics of the thing to which the associated noun refers). One is to 
use the intuition of native informants, suspect though it may be. A second 
is to use a foreign observer's intuition about the nature of the noun classes 
revealed by classifiers - suspect though that may be. A third, more 
performance-oriented method, is to introduce new words and objects to a 
number of native speakers and see what classifiers they use with them. To 
these three I would add a fourth: To observe speech errors involving 
classifiers and see to what extent the slips reveal systematic 
correspondences with category boundaries. For example: 
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Ex. 105. "R  - Bmsm 8 - # @ m m m "  

"wG y6u y'i pi2n ... w6 y6u y'i fGng $n ..." ("I have a letter...") 

If this example is indeed a slip (and not merely due to the speaker's 
indecision as to whether the document in question was an article or a 
letter), then it constitutes evidence for the non-arbitrary and 
psychologically salient nature of classifiers. 

Another related question about classifiers is: To what extent are they 
productive? (This is related to Allen's third method above.) To what 
extent do Chinese speakers creatively apply and extend classifiers in novel 
situations, jokes, science-fiction tales, counterfactual scenarios, etc.? (At an 
ice cream store, I once playfully referred to a scoop of ice cream in a cone 
as "- % 8 ?& ?#" - the character (du6) being the measure for such 
things as clouds and flowers - and got a bemused smile out of my Chinese 
friend.) As at least one set of researchers (Hofstadter & Moser, 1989) has 
noted, the distinction between an error and a creative extension of the 
language is often a fine one, and both errors and creative usages are most 
likely to occur in those linguistic situations where the capabilities of the 
language and the cognitive resources of the speaker are pushed somewhat. 

4.4. The kinds of speech pathologies seen in aphasics and patients with 
other types of brain damage have long been used in conjunction with 
evidence from errors committed by normal people in order to piece 
together a coherent view of lexical retrieval and other phenomena 
(Aitchison, 1987). In addition, linguistic pathologies of Japanese aphasics 
and stroke victims have been of great interest to researchers interested in 
the processing differences between phonetic scripts like English and 
logographic scripts such as Chinese. (See, for example, Paradis et al, 1985.) 
The reason Japanese is considered a good testing ground for such issues is 
that the language uses both a phonetic syllabary (the h i r a g a n a  and 
katakana characters) and Chinese characters (called kanji), and thus shares 
features of both English and Chinese. Among the interesting results of 
clinical studies in this area is that most often the ability to read the 
phonetic katakana and hiragana script is more severely affected than the 
ability to read kanj i  characters, and this is thought to have significant 
implications for the study of processing differences between different kinds 
of scripts (Paradis et al, 1985, and Hung & Tzeng, 1981). 

Many studies have been done on the extent of phonetic speech 
recoding in Chinese and English (e.g. Treiman, Baron, & Luk,  1981, and 
Chu-Chang & Loritz, 1977). There is much fascinating evidence on this 
issue, some of it contradictory and confusing, but there is general 
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agreement that Chinese readers do employ a speech recoding strategy in 
reading, though not to the extent that readers of English do. (See Hung & 
Tzeng, 1981, for an excellent overview of research in this area.) 

Errors in writing and in reading out loud might perhaps be used to 
expand and supplement the corpus of evidence in these two domains. 
There is already some work in the field of error-making that addresses 
low-level neurolinguistic aspects of speech errors (e.g. Laver, 1980), and 
such work can no doubt be incorporated into work on aphasia and other 
speech-related brain disorders. The combining of error research with these 
two areas - clinical research on speech pathology and investigations of the 
reading processes of normal language users - might prove very fruitful, 
since behavior observed in linguistic errors has the advantage of being 
poised somewhere in between "business-as-usual" linguistic performance 
and pathological functioning. 
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